[Muscular dystrophies].
The diagnosis "muscular dystrophy" without analysis of the underlying gene defect is nowadays obsolete. With the discovery and cloning of cytoskeleton proteins and intermediate filaments in the muscle fiber membrane, the sarcoplasm and the nucleus which are essential for the normal muscle fiber function, the classification of muscular dystrophies has dramatically improved. Muscular dystrophies are a group of clinically and genetically heterogeneous disorders. By means of immunohistochemistry and molecular genetics more than 40 different disease forms can be distinguished, which are characterised by distinct protein defects or defined gene loci and can be related to typical phenotypes. It is noteworthy that muscular dystrophies may be associated with cardiomyopathy with increased risk of sudden cardiac death. Thus, diagnosis and treatment require experienced investigators and clinicians and regular cardiologic follow-ups, preferably in a specialised muscle center.